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Structural biology is a flourishing enterprise. In an era when
many scientific fields experience budget cuts and decrease in
size, structural biology is still expanding rapidly. A glance
through the 1996 volumes of journals such as Nature, Science
and Structure convinces even physicists that structural biology
provides exciting, novel and important information and ideas
on how the complex biological machinery works. Fuelled by
the rapid advancement of the genome projects, this expansion
is likely to continue in order to provide functional insights into
the huge catalogue of gene products that is now being
assembled.
As Editors of Structure we are overwhelmed by the riches of
interesting science, both in quality and quantity, that is
contained in the manuscripts we obtain. It is indeed a great
pleasure for us to read these manuscripts, but this enjoyment is
modulated by the fact that we are forced to turn down many
good papers due to space limitations in our journal. The
criteria that we apply, high scientific standard and novel
biological insight have, however, produced a gratifying
response both from the structural community and from
molecular biologists and biochemical colleagues outside this
community who enjoy reading Structure.
We are pleased to have published exciting papers in the full
range of biology, covering signal transduction, transcriptional
control, genetic replication, metabolism and many other
aspects. Two areas where Structure has had particularly strong
impact recently are in enzyme function and virus structure. We
have in 1996 published a large number of new enzyme
structures. Some of these are important in enzyme
biotechnology, such as lipases and glucanases, others are of
great interest to pharmaceutical companies as possible target
molecules for drug design such as lactamases, thymidylate
synthase or ribonucleotide reductase. Others give new insights
into intriguing biochemical reactions such as vitamin B12
dependent enzymes and the amine oxidases. Structure has also
published a number of exciting studies of virus structures.
These studies have given insight into both the assembly
process and the mechanism by which viruses enter their target
cells as well as the way the immune system tries to combat the
invasion of these viruses.
A number of technological advances are also reflected in
studies published in Structure. More than 60% of the X-ray
studies have used synchroton radiation, either to obtain phases
by the rapidly increasing use of the MAD method or to obtain
higher resolution data and consequently more detailed atomic
information. The use of 3rd generation synchrotron sources, in
particular ESRF, with the unique possibility to collect data for
very small crystals or very large unit cells is also reflected in
some of the papers. Structure determination of
macromolecules in solution by NMR methods has come of age
as reflected in no less than 14 new structures published in
Structure in 1996 by this method. Electron microscopy and
neutron diffraction are important methods to complement
X-ray crystallography in giving low resolution information on
the overall structure of large assemblies or on the lipid
environment of membrane proteins. Several papers in Structure
illustrate the usefulness of these methods.
Structure owes much of its success to our devoted referees. We
are very proud of the quality of our refereeing system and we
thank everyone who has contributed during 1996 (see listing of
December issue). Time and again our authors have expressed
their thanks to the referees for comments that have
considerably improved the quality of their papers.
We thank John Kuriyan who has done a great job in soliciting
minireviews and articles for our Ways and Means section. The
minireviews have highlighted exciting new structural results of
significant biological importance such as G proteins, adhesins,
helicases and chaperones. We are, of course, grateful for the
quick response of the authors of these informative articles. We
also thank Bob Liddington and Christin Frederick for
compiling Paper Alert. Finally we have the incredible support
of the editorial staff of Current Biology Ltd. We thank
especially our in-house editors who continuously succeed in
providing authors with a decision within four weeks of
manuscript receipt.
It is our intention that the 1997 volume of Structure will contain
even more exciting and biologically informative structures. We
feel that Structure can play an increasingly important role in
communicating structural results that are relevant and
important for biological research.
